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& Hornborg Ltd, Attorneys at Law in Helsinki, Finland is the newest
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association of nearly 100 independent law firms located in over 50
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countries.

Associated Worldwide (LAW) is pleased to announce that Procopé
member of the international legal network. LAW is a global
With

access

to

over

4000

lawyers

worldwide,

membership in LAW allows member firms to service the legal
needs of clients that are expanding their operations and
relationships into new domestic and foreign markets.
Procopé & Hornborg Ltd was chosen for its international legal work
and the depth of corporate capabilities that include matters relating
to tort law, commercial contracts, labor law, intellectual property
rights, corporate advisory relationships and corporate liability,
environmental liability, financing, capital markets and product
liability.
LAW Chairman Brian Everett from Duthie Whyte in Auckland, New
Zealand stated, “LAW has for over two decades been proud of its
quality membership in the Scandinavian/Baltic Region. The addition
of Procope’ & Hornborg Ltd in Helsinki, Finland brings a meaningful
and exciting addition to that region and the LAW network as a
whole.”
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Lawyers Associated Worldwide is an association of nearly 100 independent law
firms located in over 50 countries. Membership in LAW allows member firms to
service the legal needs of clients who are expanding their operations and
relationships into new domestic and foreign markets because of the increasing
globalization of the business world. LAW’s practice group areas worldwide cover
corporate (including business formation and dissolutions, partnership and
shareholder issues, board of director issues), mergers & acquisitions, commercial
transactions, banking / financial services, taxation and real estate, along with a
number of others, such as intellectual property and labour & employment.
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